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at its recent concert by Miss Adele. Aus der Ohe.
Festival March. Thom
Moriz Rosenthal gave two recitals at Historical Hall, Slavonic Dances, Dv
Brooklyn, assisted by Fritz Kreisler, on January 23d for violin, ’cello and
and Herbert), and A
and 26th.
■**■*■* . .
)
Samson and Delilah,
Mme. Lilli Lehmann and her husband, Paul Kalisch,
—At the first Thom
arrived in New York on January 13th. Niemann will concert overture, “ In
return in March.
Beethoven; Liszt’s “
Mr, Louis C. Elson is giving a course of Tuesday Volkmann (Victor H
afternoon lectures in Boston on “ The History of Music Chopin, ‘E minor co
(violin obligato), M
and Kindred Topics.”_
Society’s fourth con
Messrs. Rosenthal and Kreisler, assisted by Mrs.
minor symphony, hi
Agnes Thompson, gave a concert in Toronto under the Maud Powell; a scen
auspices of the Royal Grenadiers.
“Moses,” soloists,
Mme. Albani arrived in New York on January 19th. Macpherson, and M
She will sing at the last Seidl concert and probably at a Wagner.—The secon
harmonic Club offere
Philharmonic concert in that city.
posed for and dedica
Mr. Richard Burmeister, the pianist, assisted by
quartet in A, op. 41
Gaul’s string quartet, will give four concerts in Balti¬ played Grieg’s sona
more during January and February.
Hauser sang songs
Mr. Jacques Bonhy, the former director of the politan Trio Club ga
National Conservatory of Music, New York, has resigned Hall,' with Miss Mau
vocalists. The prog
his position and is at present again residing in Paris.
violin and ’cello, Ru
Messrs. Clarence Eddy and Carlos Sobrino, the hold Herman and Vi
" pianist, have-been-playing in Denver, Col. The latter bert ; Scotch Songs,
^excellent artist intends making that city his permanent from “The Trumpe
home.
Beethoven String Qu
■
.After this season closes, -Mr._ Wilhelm Geriake will quartets, viz.. Beeth
return to Vienna. It is reported that Conductor Arthur Saens in B flat. M
Nikisch, of Leipsic, is to succeed him as the director Tranz, Godard and R
of the New York Trio
of the Boston Symphony Orchestral
■ programme: Trio, op
Mr. Waugh Lauder has. been giving a series of C, Haydn; besides
recitals at Kansas City. His programmes included, the Roode, songs by M
“Sonata Appassionata,” Liszt’s ‘‘Don Juan Fantasia,” solos by Messrs. Felix
and Chopin Andante Spianato and Polonaise.
tively.—Tfae New Yo
Miss Neally Stevens is engaged in an extended tour concertLon January 2
—of piano recitals. She played in Pittsburg, on January bell, who sang, an Ar
10th, and will visit the cnief cities of Ohio, Illinois and numbers* were quartet
12, Mendelssohn. O
Iowa, closing her tonr at Philadelphia early in March.
gave its first concert.
The Philharmonic Society of Los Angeles, Cal., has 18,. No. 2, Beethoven
given Mendelssohn's “Hymn of Praise ” and “Lorely; ” volo, Tartini, Micha
choruses from Tannhauser, Beethoven’s fifth symphony, piano, violin and ’ce
and Wagner, Raff and^ Hatton part songs during their Barmer and Hemman
last season.
Haydn.—The concer
Mr. Wm. C. Carl, a pupil of S. P. Warren, gave the, . public concert, offered
musical illustrations on the organ in connection with the quartet, op. 44, p
Dr. F. L. Ritter's lecture at Vassar College, on January pianiste, Messrs. Sa
26th. The subject was “ The Organ in Connection with Schmitt and Victor H
Among the vocalists
Church Music.”

be sold at half price, 25 cents.
We have published some delightful Easter music.
An advertisement of the same will be found elsewhere
in this issue. Those searching for carols will find none
better than these.
The two works. Sonatina Album and Studies in Phras¬
ing, are expected to be ready this month ; the former will
appear first, the latter will tollow soon after. The offer
to send the works at special prices of 60 cents will be
withdrawn after March 1st. We frequently are asked to
send new works at the price offered before publication
after the work is on the market. This is contrary to our
rules, and in all such cases the money is returned to the
writers.

We will issue quite an important set of stndies by
Anton Strelezki. They are about the difficulty of
Loeschhorn, op. 66, or Czerny, op. 299. They are called
Melodic and Progresive stndies of medium ^difficulty.
Mr, Strelezki has bestowed an immense amount of
careful work on them. They are more interesting than
either of the above-mentioned works. More attention is
paid to tbe harmonies and phrasing than in most purely
pianoArudes. Each study occupies two pages of music,
and has .a distinct figure on which the study is built.
We most heartily recommend them to teachers as some
, thing Interesting, fresh and useful. In order to encourage
a trial of them, we will send them postpaid for 25 cts.
This offer ceases when the work is on the market; the
regular retail price will be $1.25.
Manx admirers of The Etude are sending in lists of
subscribers from among pupils and fiHpnds. This is the
tjme of the year for that work. We will send a bundle
containing ten copies to any who desire to get up
club. These copies are mostly of recent dates, and will
assist in introducing the paper to those who ought to
know of it. Premium lists can also be had on application.9
It must also be understood that a deduction is allowed
when more than an individual subscription is sent in. Two
subscribers can be bad for $1.35 each, five atr$T.2fl each,
ten at $1.13, fifteen at $1.07, and twenty five at$i each.
A life’s subscription for twenty-five subscribers at ful
rate.. The subscription list of The Etude is Bteadil
increasing,"But this year an unusual advance is desire
We desire to increase the number of pages to twenty in¬
stead of sixteen for the reading portion. This will entail
an Expense which the present subscription list will not
warrant.
We issue from time to time useful and interesting
piano compositions, etc., which we desire to bring to the.
closer attention of teachers.
99

thing, they did not
almost all the time a
all this annoyance co
or informing the pub
any longer. On the
are in type the month
expires is printed. T
scription stands.
There is one featur
mention. We have
which are often of
than a year’s subscrip
who are in arrears..
judging a teacher’s b
scription list. Let us
the month of Februa

Mr, Theodore Pres

Pear Sir.—I have
“Time and Rhythm
my pupils. I cannot e
with regard to it
available for all pupi
intone octave upwar
of octaves. I know
very few pupils that
My scholars are all
used to hate to pr
Another, “You just
little girl, ten years o
at home for a sho
being finished, “my
In fact, there is n
that it should be tw
"have many more wo
I rema

Parkersburg, Wes

INDIVID

Much thought is t
questions of mecha
much also is attemp
the transcendental
mathematical thoug
affinities and moral
suggestions are ma
exaggeration and se
phrases in the artic

of the sonata form, and was seeking a freer expression,
and we may account in some degree for the want of
spontaneity of the later works, and their incomplete
beauty as compared with those of the middle period. So
far Von Lenz quoted by memory, and without any
attempt at exact repetition of words..

beautiful works of the s
beetween 1799 and 1814
highest of his fame and
I mean, in the best sen

thoven s works were sa
sellers in Vienna in tha
As a matter of fact there is little foundation for this dards of popularity. O
division, although there are certain features of Beethov¬ of Dussek, Cramer, a
en's course of development which confirm it to the super¬ demand. Still Beetho

ficial observer. The comparative crudities of the early
works I admit, although there is hardly a single one of
them that could have been written by Mozart or any
composer before Beethoven. This is especially true of
the slow movements, in which Beethoven from the start
attained a depth and a nobility of sentiment such as no
former composer ever attained. Bach had the" nobility
and the sentiment; but he had not the art of the lyric.
The credit of introducing the people’s song into the
higher music is generally given Von Weber, but the
Beethoven adagios are based upon this element, most
distinctly. See, for instance, the adagio in the first
sonata, the largo in the second, etc.
H

The so-called second period of Beethoven ‘was indeed
a time of singular and most beautiful productivity, such
as I think may be looked for in vain in .the career of any
other composer. In the city of Vienna, between the
years of 1799 and 1812 Beethoven produced the list of
exquisite works already recountedaBove, together with
many otheraalmost equally beautiful and epoch marking,
but here omitted, as inconsistent with the purpose of this
hasty note.
«
For a long time I have been convinced, from my own
study~of the; Beethoven works, that there is nothing in
this idea of Von Lenz that Beethoven's deafness had
anything to do with the so-called uniutelligibility of his
later works. On the contrary, the later works do not
show the slightest falling off in the adjustment of the
equation.between a desired effect and the instrumental
means^whereby it could be attained.- Indeed, we may
aBk our selves in surprise, what could there have been
left to learn in 1814 for an orchestral musician and com¬
poser of Beethoven’s experience and careful observation
of musical effect? He had then had twenty years experi¬

at this time, and indisp

'

1

of music of refined , ta
that was loftiest in his
It can hardly he othe
ness
ness should
siioutu have
nave cat
cue

from ordinary intercou
made him suspicions o
there may have been

■r*
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his inner life we know
beyond what is reveal
letters. These Bhow h
hh original .ponianei
movements of elevated
with the last piano so
period, the opus 90,
•
sweeter in its essentia
quisite in its way ? H
morbid feeling, contra
It is true that there
. ■ .
m the stream of orche
about this time. Betw
occupied a great deal w
In this period, besid
Scotch, Irish, and Eng
meats, and furnishing
composed very many G
of all he was busy wit
occupied him at inter
1822. Beethoven thu
„
„
.. .
cGerman Romanticism
mind in the direction
tratedin French histor
and in German by th

chanical skill on the piano, reveals a most-marvelous surpasses Beethoven’
power of concentration and surety of purpose, absolutely richness and inventiv
unrivaled in the domain of piano playing. Herr Rosen¬ in every household.
thal’s art has wonderful finish and betrays drastic
study in every branch of technical development. His piano, pipe-organ, an
octave playing is simply bewildering, nothing like it and in the concert ha
has ever been seen here. His attack and speed are elec¬ Sunday service. ' No
trifying ; and he dominates his instrument with a will education would dar
power almost superhuman. His phrasing is studied and
comprehensive in most of his repertoire, except in really successful com
•Beethoven, where this pianist is certainly not at home. there is nothing to s
The pedal effects are carefully calculated and often success of this little p
beautifully applied.
Would it not be we
There are, however, great disappointments. Most no¬
fact
that the master h
table of which is the absence of a real breadth and depth
of tone ; a lack of that thunderous quantity which would formances; Of cours
naturally be ^expected from such prodigious fingering. | eacy ; every musician
Nor must the mistake be made that extreme delicacy of
the Traumerei school
tone production is to be taken as positive or circum¬
stantial evidence of a deep and mysterious feeling of works of the master.
passion and sympathy somewhere in the artist’s anat¬ experience that, whe
omy, Again, as already referred to, Herr Rosenthal’s say about the favorit
breath-taking speed often leads him to a meretricious
astrous to attempt t
display of this faculty, which shows too strong a love for
the acrobatic and a want of proper regard for the iana,” the “Novellet
composer’,8 instructions. This was to be especially de¬ Pieces.”
ployed in the last movement of the Beethoven Sonate, the
Perhaps it is better
“ Appassionato,” Op. 53, where the admonition of “ non
the
Traumerei than n
troppo” was ignored, then, played at a lightning pace.
Original interpretation is always to be eagerly "Wei corned, must be confessed th
but it should-not start out by revolutionizing the com- this one piece does-n
oser’s tempo.. At this point the question of Herr genius.
iosenthal’s virtuosity may be fairly raised and discussed.
We have heard so
The word virtuoso-has coine to be a universal title for
cerning
our compos
all instrumentalists. The inborn gift of virtuosity is
quite a-distinct matter and cannot be assumed, because masters, from musici
it happens to be another form of the same word. To was confined to the o
possess virtuosity, the artist (used 'in the broadest sense)
must begin with a profound and reverent feeling for his remember a young
composer; the deepest study, of his work and the ut¬ entertain his friends
most respect for his instructions and wishes. To out- cerning the relative
herod Herdd because it shows' off your own gifts is not Schumann. He wou
the effect true virtuosity will stoop to.' His programmes
by playing one piece
also display too high a regard for the pyrotechnicabside
of piano music and little or none for the deeper and illustrations was alwa
truer element. Therefore Herr Rosenthal’s claim to vir¬ so appropriate (and,
tuosity must be withheld from him until he consents to no others). The thre
subordinate his own vitality to the composer’s designs
may serve as a specim
and inspirations.

S

In fine, hll this player does is purely physical, and
he must be called a specialist at the piano, a bravura
pianist of exceptional brilliancy and stupendous , endur¬ .
ance. To those who are attracted by the purely^ emo¬

(a.) Theme in A f
the vari
(6.) Farewell to th
(c.) Traumerei, in

variety.
_
Sonata, Op. 6, Beethoven
■Exercises for holding notes—slow trill and other finger Schubert.
exercises with one or more notes sustained.
Repeating notes—changing the fingers in striking the
GRADE II.—FO
same key.

E
EXERCISES WITH WRIST MOVING SIDEWAYS ONLY.

Contractions—for five, four, three, and two fingers, two
or more octaves, every variety.
Extensions—more than five keys covered by the fin¬
gers, 'every variety.
Repeating notes—one or more octaves.
Broken thirds—one or more octaves.
Double thirds—
Broken sixths—
'
Scales—chromatic and diatonic ; in similar and con¬
trary motion; in simple thirds and sixths; in double
thirds and sixths.
Arpeggios—diminished seventh chords; seventh chords
and triads, in every position.
Broken chords—

Tausig’s Daily Studies
nastics, E. Haberbier ; V
Bk. I (Peters ed. 184
Clementi-Tausig; Wrist
Art of Phrasing Op. 16
Etudes, Op. 10, Op. 25, N
12, No. 12, Chopin; Tau

P

Idylle, Lysberg ; Le G
Spring Dawn, Wm. Maso
haupt.
Songs Without
dence ; Bk. 1. No. 2, Reg
Bk. 1, No. 1, Sweet R
Tarantelle; Bk. 3, No.
solation ; Bk. 7, No. 3, P
EXERCISES WITH FREE WRIST MOVEMENT.
Back; Bk. 5, No. 6, Spr
Octaves — in contractions, chromatic and diatonic ning Song; Mendelssohn
Selections from Field
scale, etc.
Sonatas, Nos. 7 and 12, M
Broken octaves—
Interlocking passages—the hands crossing in single Berceuse, Op. 12, Jensen
Op. 10, No. 2, Tschaikow
or double notes, thirds, sixths, octaves, etc.
Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2
Skips—
It is well to practice fundamental exercises at first 40, No. 1, Chopin ; Mar
without notes, that the pupil may give undivided atten¬
FOUR-H
tion to the-liands and the proper finger action; later,
Knight
in
Granada,
Kr
when the hand has gained sufficient streffjgth and inde¬
42,
Leutner;
Festival
O
pendence, studies which, apply these technical principles
m a more pleasing manner may be given, together with of Windsor, Nicolai; S
melodious 'and rhythmical studies, reparing as far as Op—61, Nocturne, Op
possible for the piece which is given in connection with Hummel; Symphonies,
the technical work. If in a piece passages present me¬ sohn ; Trios, Haydn;
chanical difficulties not sufficiently mastered, they Bhould Brilliant, Op. 92, Violin C
be practiced separately and treated like a technical exer¬ Gavotte in F., Helmund.
cise ; imthisjwjay a piece may combine the uses of an ex¬
GRADE III—ARTIS
ercise and a Study, while it furnishes reraftation-and the
means for developing musical taste. Rhythm and sight¬
E
reading are best developed.through the practice of fourTausig’s Daily Studies
hand music.
Von Billow; Method o
The following list furnishes useful material for the “Elements of-Modern O
three grades, the grading and combining of which must Etudes, Chopin; Etudes
necessarily be done by the teacher according jto the Op. 66, Schumann *, Etud
especial needs of each pupil. The list may be sufficiently Moscheles, selections fro
comprehensive for practical purposes, while peculiar
f
needs would make it desirable to omit in some instances
and add new material in other instances.Fughettes, Suites, Fug

if.;
If:

Now when we hear him we are thinking, most of all,
about those wonderful fingers and wrists ; when we pass
judgment on his performances, it is simply an opinion
concerning Ms skillful fingers and wrists. Wonder is the
emotion most frequently courted. Men pay exorbitant
prices that they may hear world-famous singers and
players, in order that their wonder may be excited- by
this marvelous technique. Such trills! Such miracu¬
lous scales and octaves and chords! Is this not true of
most of us sometimes ? Do we ever attend a concert or
an opera with the sole desire of hearing the work of some
great composer. Sureljrthat i8 a rare thing! ‘‘ Where
are we going to-night?”
“Why to hear Patti, of
course.” “ What is she to sing ? ” “Well, We have for¬
gotten the name of the thing. It is by some German, or
Italian, or aomebody else.”
The truth is—we do not care what she sings, if it may
only prove to be something that will display her skill to
the greatest advantage. Now all this seems to argue
strongly against the notion that music has any right to
claim the dignity of a fine Art. The emotion raised is
that of wonder, and the rope-walker may excite that
emotion almost- as successfully as the musician. The
great and dominating principle governing many public
performances of music js simply to astonish the multitude
by performing some seemingly difficult feat. In many of
the “ Young Ladies’ Schools” in the land %here music
is taught, it is the custom to have extraordinary per¬
formances near the close of the session, so that the
Music Department ” may display itself to the best advan¬
tage. Twelve girls are seated at six pianos, to render
the same piece of music at the same time. And we all
exclaim—“ It was a triumph, to put together twenty-four
hands of school gjrlB and have all fun smoothly.”
Let us examine our motives when we prepare our con¬
cert programmes, and ascertain our real designs. Do
we mean to “carry the audience by storm” by brilliant.
technical performances, o^ is it-our desire to lead our1
friends into the realm of the beautiful? It is sometimesi
a iittle dangerous, not only to ourselves but to our audi¬
ence, to follow our own artistic impulses in everyparticular|‘ for it is the part of wisdom to yield sometimesi

highest culture and ambiti
This is true not only in A
and France, where Music
rious triumphs; where the
and where the noblest mas
So, the world over: All
and all the people go to h
when their village pianist
pianists, but onlythe “pro
worthy of mention in the
painting.
The history of music an
statement. What a sad str
erick Handel’s father had,
cided to be a-musician,
old gentleman was a surgeo
the young George to turn h
ing blow indeed. And so
among whom might be m
greatest of all French com
father disinherited him bec
father and mother, “his si
aunts ” all to the contrary.
to-day. Therefore we as
music one of the Fine Arts

-^

.

Music is an art only to th
tion of the beautiful, theid
If to any one it is mere so
sounds, however skillfully
the emotion of wonder, it i
A long while has this m
its development; it has b
until very recent times.
had reached a high state o
with many other powerful
tion in educating the sens
men upward to a higher
then Music came to claim
in our midst, the youngest
men are capable of feeling

them an insight into the beauties of these works, and
“Notwithstanding the i
thus help to elevate the human race by exciting them the 17th, and still more in
with higher feelings and thoughts, and thus prove a tury, the technics of the a
benefactor.
——
low plane up to Bach’s tim
Strictly instrumental music, such as our great masters in the treatment of the th
have bequeathed to us in their symphonies, quartettes employed merely for stretc
and sonatas, is, perhaps, the only artistic production in scales and passages it coul
which the Germans stand alone, not only without legiti¬ supporting the fingers eng
mate, but really without rivals. But there is no branch and fourth—sliding mean
of the art which, in order to be correctly and com¬ placed below the key-boar
pletely understood, demands from the listener greater upon a systematic fingeri
Praslorius, that ‘ it makes
attention and devotion.—F. Hiller.
that fingering be used: m
O, lull me, lull me, charming air,
fingers you choose, even u
My senses rock with wonder sweet;
everything is.made to sou
Like snow on wool thy fallings are,
more than a century after
Soft like a spirit are thy feet.
‘ School of Thorough Bass
Grief, who need fear, .
as there are players, almo
That hath an ear 1
will you find. One runs w
Down let him lie—
five, some even—and alm
And, slumbering, die,
is of no consequence, so lo
And change his soul for harmony.
and sticks to it.’ In this
The celebrated critic, H. Ehrlich, of Berlin, terms mention the merits that the
Rubinstein the “piano-volcano.” In the introductory and Italians, have acquired
lines of a critique on a Rubinstein concert he says: Especially after the-cfose o
“Smoke, ashes, lava, but also flashing pillars of fire, lovingly cherished by the
rising up to heaven, as well as lightning and thunder, Louis Marchand (born 16
did he dispense about him. All that an incomparable elegant playing, though h
and elementary natural force, a volcanic, diabolical ing into a musical rivalry
geniality is capable of accomplishing, Rubinstein did ing him at Dresden; the
alluded to as opera com
accomplish, in a hitherto unequaled degree.”
Francis Couperin (born 1
Liszt hated the Russians, because once'‘when he was numerous family of artists
at_ Dorpat—a university town, and. idolized by the elegant compositions; th
women, as usual—a joke was put up on him.
fie was with embellishments, det
playing an adagio.
The audience was moved to tears. piano playing of his time, a
A voice exclaimed: “ M. Liszt, you have robbed me of by Sebastian Bach. To t
my peace of mind. Take my life also ? Liszt, surprised, department of the purely t
stopped playing, looked around, and seeing a lady faint¬ le clavecin,’ published in
ing, rushed to her assistance. Lo 1- the lady was a young testimony, The fingering
scamp of a student in female attire. Tableau! and dis¬ points to a more frequen
gust of the great virtuoso.
would seem that it was
fingers had been trained to
,
BE INDUSTRIOUS.
greatly the development o
Teachers may advise wisely, but, after all, you must in other respects was prom
do the work yourself. Gibbon spoke truly when he said : .from his compositions, p
“Every person has two educations, one which he re¬ book of his son and pupi
ceives from others, and one, more important, which he ‘ Essay on the true mann
gives to fiimself.”
(Berlin, 1769), which su
If discouragements increase, think over John Plough¬ made up to that time, and
man’s words: “'The bees said, Try, and turned flowers the transition to modern p
into honey. The young lark said, Try and he found
that his new wings took him over hedges and ditches-,
Imagination never distu
and up where his father was singing.”

high prices for their work.
Holding a position as
teacher and filling a position as teacher are two different
things.
The teacher must think more of an artistic than of a
financial success ; if he will do all in his power for the
former the latter will be assured, but a reverse course
would bring sure and deserved failure. Music teachers
must be, priests of their art, and not trucklers for
money. It is a sacrilege of the Sacred Art to use it as a
“ pot boiler.” Decide then for yourself ^whether you will
live to teach or teach to live, for there is a vast dis¬
tance between the two.
The teacher must never allow himself to make affailnre with a dull pupil; he must study until he finds out a
method of awakening him, for when a teacher engages
to teach a pupil, he is morally responsible that his pupil
succeeds. Progress is in proportion to interest; awaken
interest and learning becomes a pleasure, and success is
Bure.

nearly twenty years with mus
both sexes.”

E. G. ROBINSON, BROWN UNIV

“The musical profession,
have also receivesd a good lite
tion, has much to commend it.
professors of music contribute
general culture ; as educators
best gifts of human nature;
if possessed of high charac
in high esteem; as special typ
they are capable of ministeri
pleasure, and quickened w
minister most effectively to
sentiments of society. Noth
yet been done in our publi
elementary instruction in sin
nothing is more serviceable
community than the cultivat
order of music. I am yours,

.Be full of interest, zeal, energy and enthusiasm when
MARY EVANS, LAKE ERIE SE
with the pupil, for there is a magnetism in these that
lifts one out of and beyond his ordinary self. We do not
“ There has been decided p
look for the stream to flow higher than its source, and so fession toward an intellec
an enthusiastic teacher is a necessity, for enthusiasm is Twenty years ago I would ha
contagious. “ Iron sharpeneth iron, so a man sharpen- this question quite differently
eth the countenance' of his friend.”
_(1) “As representatives o
Impress on the pupil’s mind that to play slowly will most musicians to-day are wo
leave no excuse for mistakes, but it takes a strong force They have a fine appreciatio
of will and close application for a slow practice.
Slow and their influence is felt in a
(2) “ As educators they sta
practice must .be rigidly‘adhered' to at first, gradually
going faster as habit gains strength and the hand learns and - painstaking; . they ar
methods and-enthusiastic in s
the passage and piece.
.---to learn in regard to the tru
Genius invents, talent applies.
study and other forms of
When you have learned to listen, yon have already inclinedrto press their studen
the best development of mind
acquired the rudiments of a good education.
(3) “My acquaintance wi
consider - them very valua
patience as teachers
THE ESTIMATION OF THE MUSICAL PEOFES- Their
patience toward the unmu
SIOHNBY .COLLEGE PBESIDENTS.
educated to an appreciation
denying and enthusiastic labo
t,t
r,__,
,
... m
_
,1 not only on the concert plat
„
„
cembernumber.of The Etude appeared^&rLj-Mnsicians, like all artists, a
“ Open Letter to Educators,” which has called forth and self-sufficient, and to v
numerous replies. We will jn this issue publish some of what it can do to introduce th
(4) “ As different from oth
the answers to-the following questions:—
profession, there is generally
What is your candid opinion of the mnsical profession sensitiveness to impressiaasL
(l)-as representatives of Art, (2) as educators, (3) as the emotional nature, balanc
members of society, and (4) as specifically differentiated the profession, by persisten
types of mental development?
of-endurance.. As mnsic ta

ggrigl§ j
# El

5

a) This first chord is to be taken softly, and .without any c
in the soprano, is to have a song-like expression, and t
b) These extented chords are to be played with what Maso
time there is a quick movement of the arm from left to r

high keys. This arm motion may be acquired by practicin
, first slower, then faster. '.‘

1 ’

.With loose wrist holding
note with soft finger-pre
■ right hand

ijji ^ ~

left hand

The hand must hot rest at all Upon the lower keys of th
In this way the melody, will sound out softly, and with a

in such a way that there is a slight intermission betwee
■value of a sixteenth rest.
’jb

_

-

•—i _

-i«.

r.

e

Copyright 1889

This period is made up of-imitations upon the leading* motive
tenor. This motive must be accented when taken up anew by e
low it intelligently. The binding notes in the left hand, in this
extension at the beginning of the next measure is some times
prano being played before the D at one in the alto. I do not
all. the others,with an ascending arpeggio.
d) The short chords^here should be played with the same totith
ity of tone will be -changed, which is not inlented.
e) The following period is made up of little^phrases proposed by
swered by the other voice, as indicated by the figures in pare
answer each other. Each of these little phrases must be deliv
crescendo and decrescendo, just as if it-was the only matter
the accent where it belongs, and to Secure the proper effect o
the first phrase has a double accent, because in addition to i
a dissonance. The fourth tone, B flat, is the resolution of this
vanishing point of the phrase. In order to secure the proper
first to go through the period, playing each little motive and
without regard to the overlapping of motives. Thus, motive 1 i
right hand is to play it. Motive 2 .entirely through with the rig
of preliminary study, the pupil will realize the relation of thes

C)

<—

Nocturne-3.
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i) Motive(5) must be delivered ritardando, as also its a
rythmic motion comes almost to a complete stop.
g*) Be careful that the right hand takes four notes her
the eighth note E flat into the D.
h) Be carefbl about the tied notes. Prolong them as di

Nocturnes.

iki
7

fl?

**"34 ? 2

5 ^

tM^legatissimo e tranguillo

(h) ‘fcs.

a) There is no more spontaneous and healthful musical writer
fuLin intellectual, emotional and spiritual qualities. Deeper
no more stimulative of pure musical intelligence and feeling
are lull of a pure, true, childlike simplicity, intellectual stre
b) These chords simply, not legato, with a free, elastic arm p
ted or sferzato, but lightly sprung- from. Notice the double
|;C) mp indicates a little heavier shade of intensity than p.
■ d) pj' is used quite frequently by Reinecke .to indicate a deg
■; e) The comma is used to indicate the phrases. The phrase b
that especial attention needs
be called to it. Notice that
of which is reached at measure 13 , and hence it will be w
not start the phrase piano, however, but simply pf.
f) Here is-an exception to the general rule that the foot (pe
gers etc., but only to sustain tones. By attacking this cho
rous effect^ will result. Besides the forte-piano can be ma
at the second and by the arm exactly at the third pulse, t
clearly.
"
' J:"

g") The pedal should be used to swell the chord through the
h) Still another use of the pedal, .that is securing a flowing
is all that can be of service here, a clear head will do the
Sonatina II -10.

Copyright 1889 by
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a) Note carefully this eighth rest.
b) Do Hot make a triplet rhythm of this but, as written, a
pulse is divided into quarters not thirds. The graceful
C) See. note d, page 2.

.

Sonatina II- iO

a) The melody not loud but clear and ^expressive, and th

with the twinkle of starlight in every tone.
b) The second part of the theme is the hidden silver th
'—'
C)

3 5 4~~

§
Sonatina II-id.
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Dotted quarter as beat note
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a) Perhaps a trifle slower than the preceding- Var.

b)

A splendid study for foot (pedal) legato. Must be very smoo
shades all being* of a pianissimo quality.

C)

Simple, childlike and playful.The voices must be shaded
A frolic of mother moon and her lambkins, the stars.
The staccato with a light bounding quality.

d)
e)

'

J

Sonatina II-iO.
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a) Look out for these little phrases.
b) This piano mark should be under the last note of the p

beginning* of the phrase, indicated by the comma.
C) A little rocking- motion to this, very delicately shaded.
d) The phrasing-, "which is very characteristic, will be brou
voices as wanted, both as to legrato and shading:.

’ -

®

°

„

Sona

The phrasing* of this piece is intended to present a stu
the absolute independence of each hand in phrasing* and
touch employed, and the crescendo in one hand with dec
produce a charming* effect, if not bverdone. The tphrased
the‘\lra»rn staccato”notes produced with a soft and velve

Sonaiine I. - 6.

by the will, made to perform certain motions, or made tremendous stride in complex
able to perform motions. This is a very limited view. the great work of the teacher i
Broadly conceived, it involves the unity of muscles, student from the simplicity of
nervous force, mental power—including emotion, thought, exceedingly complex thought o
will—and the spirital being. These are not, however, so be done, the choice and relat
many separate elements to be brought into unity, as our has followed on in a steady pro
text-books would lead us to think, tor this unity already corresponding to the thought o
exists by virtue of the unity of being. But what we must representative of the thought
do is to develop the consciousness of this unity through no other means can the extrem
the expression of itself in art forms, which are thought actions necessary in modern
forms. A study of technic, then, involves the considera¬ can any external means be sub
tion of the unity of the spiritual, mental, and physical, mental process of developing p
in the order of causation—truly a large subject and hood says : “ Technique has
worthy of the most exhaustive study.
Its practical cation of unusual intelligence.
realization on the part of a student means the highest way. Bat first of all an intell
knowledge and control of self. In fact, this is.too large clearly the most complex form
a subject for consideration at the present time, and we degree of technical attainme
must confine ourselves to the relations between the men¬ every pupil will not and canno
tal and physical, endeavoring to show that physical of this mental power. If th
activities are the exponents of definitely definable mental carefully analyzed it will be f
activities; that physical technic is the exponent of a thought certain total elements
clearly definable mental technic, and that therefore any left out, or-indistinctly conce
true development of physical ■ technic will be secured failure to clearly conceive the r
al tonal elements, not separat
rationally only through the mental—the causal technic.
In the relation of these two factors, what is the primary fect form Of the whole. In a
—medium-for the manifestations of thought? Is it muscle: is-known to-be present and—i
or nerve ?" Not at all. These are secondary media. The others, not by examining eac
primary medium for thought emission is what is termed perception of the complete
nervous force. Muscular energy is the manifestation of circle. But before we can perc
molecular action, induced by this mysterious agency, fect form of the circle we mus
—nervous energy. I am not .concerned at the present time fect form. Arising from this
with tracing this farther back. The medium for the this blurred conception of the
transmission of thought is, therefore, nervous force, and there has been a correspond
we are desirous, in the first place, of tracing the relation activity, or co-ordination of m
between, thought and this, energy. And further, we wish a homely illustration, owing t
0 to trace the relation between a peculiar form of thought in the mind’s eye a perfect
and this force.
design, the dropped stitches
The mental control of the action of nervous force upon remained unperceived until a
the physical is threefold in form: (1) Directive, (2) fect form of the original broug
Qualitative, (8) Quantitative. As far as all so-called tion to light.
We have then in the menta
volitional activity is concerned, the mind controls the
nerve channel for the outgoing nervous energy, and can its exponent, commonly called
therefore direct it to this or that single muscle, making some individual channel of ner
it possible for any single finger, for example, to act inde¬ and coordinated with it in con
pendently of all others, or to contract Or extend in a idea that must choose, operate
peculiar way. . All nervous energy is held in abeyance its action upon muscle. The
except that which is to operate upon a consciously chosen it is ordinarily thought abou
muscle. This is the directive control. Qualitative activity move this or that, finger—in
is not easily defined, but perhaps maybe made clear by technic—shows that it has foll
citing two widely differing forms, illustrated by muscular modated itself to, the gradu
activity indicative oFteuderness and delicacy, or brutal thought to its present complex
coarseness. The quality of the nervous energy and the I a sad day for art had Chopin p
action of the muscles differ as widely as the feelings that fettered by Kalkbrenner’s me
prompt them. The quality of the energy and the method [of fingering. Bat, no doabt,

Richter, Hamburg, 1887). The fundamental principle
is to break off the dictation at the end of each motive
or phrase, thus:—
1
2
3
—z-jF '—jczir

Ej: ; pESE
But in order to enable the pupil to see how motives
are connected together (discriminating them especially
by the duration of the last note), it, is necessary with
every new motive to repeat the foregoing one. Thus,
after the above first motive has been played and transscribed, alone by itself, the second should be treated in
the same way, and then it should be played and trans¬
cribed in close connection with the first, thus :—

The teacher should require the pupil to write a short
mark (motive-mark), as' above. at the place where be"
made the break, to indicate the boundaries of the mo¬
tives.-. The pupil will naturally indicate the last note,
in every case, only by a dot. Exercises in dictation
develop rapidly in the pupil bofh the Bense of pitch and
the sense of rhythm, and strengthen remarkably the
musical memory and the power of musical comprehen¬
sion.
—
The second of the reforms above indicated is most
specially to be connected with the name of Dr. Hans
von Billow, who has become a great teacher of our age,
incomparable interpreter as he is, not only , in his own
playing, but also m" his admirable editions with notes.
Whatever I have accomplished in this field is to be
referred directly to the impulse given by von Billow,
or has been consistently developed from it. My “Mu¬
sical Dynamics and Agogics” (Textbook of Musical
Phrasing on the basis of a Revision of the Theory of
Musical Metrics and* Dynamics. Hamburg, D. Rahter,
1884) grew, so to speak, out of the motestin von Biilow’s
edition of Beethoven and out of my observations of
his manner of performance. The central point of these

“ Comparative Piano School,” whic
Fillmore has excellently translated,
at a corresponding reform in elemen
[must leave to violin teachers the
same reformatory ideas to the teac
struments played with a bow. Of co
conformed to these principles, whi
sound, in the fingering and marks
editions of Mozart’s and Beethoven’s
Sonatinas, Bach’s “ Inventions,” as
Tempered Clavichord,” Schubert’s
Haessler’s six Sonatinas (1780).
In the third field of reform in m
indicated, I have also taken a livel
and have sought to cooperate active
both the others, I am not an original
one who carries forward and develop
The. man who gave the impulse to
teaching about the middle of the
Moritz Hauptmann (“Natur der
Metrih,”~Leipzig, 1853)^ At~least
revived the idea of treating the majo
as reciprocals, as the masculine aud
of harmony, as had been done befo
theorists Zarlino (1558), and Tartini
Hauptmann is to be mentioned with
the renowned F6tis, (Trait6 de 1’ Ha
did not, indeed, perceive the true r
and minor chords as polar opposit
he did, on the-other hand, carry o
than Hauptmann an idea of Ramea
harmonic formations are derivable f
minor chords. Unfortunately, neit
F6tis went so far as to achieve a
chords corresponding to the new i
their discoveries practically availa
world in general, althduglTEoth Ra
dameniale” and Gottfried Weber’s
contained important beginnings.
achieve what they left unaccompli
new chord notation in place of th
system. The principle of it is this
only indicates (as in the thorough
tones the chord consists of, but also
ical explanation, i. e. it is a form
their harmonic significance. Acc

considers best for his pupil, in each individual case.
Ques.—I have seen it stated that Mendelssohn was the
founder of the Leipzig Conservatory; is it true? If so,
did Mendelssohn teach in the school, and what was his
method of teaching ?
Y. L. P.
Ans.—It is true that Mendelssohn, more than any
other man, was the moving spirit in the establishment of
the great Leipzig school. The first prospectus of the
school was published. January T6th, 1843, announcing
Mendelssohn, Hauptmann, Schumann, David, Becker,
and Pohlenz as the teachers. The school was opened
April 3d, in the Gewandhaus. Mendelssohn was devoted
to the work of teaching, and gave much of his time to it
for years. He adopted the class system in teaching, giv¬
ing two hours to a lesson. Mr. Rockstro, in his “Life
of Mendelssohn, ” gives the following personal reminis¬
cences.of his teaching: “ The first piano piece selected
for study was Hummel’s Septett in D minor; and we
well remember the look of ~dismaj“depicted upon more
than one excitable countenance, as each pupil in his
turn, after playing the first chord, and relieving an in¬
stantaneous reproof for its want of sonority, was invited
to resign his seat in favor of an equally unfortunate suc¬
cessor. Mendelssohn’s own manner of playing grand
chords, both in forte and piano passages ;w&s peculiarly
mpresaive ;_and now-when-all present had tried and
failed, he himself* sat down to the instrument^and ex¬
plained the causes of his dissatisfaction with such mi¬
croscopic minuteness and clearness of expression, that
the lesson was simply priceless.” As Mr. Rockstro was
a pupil of Mendelssohn’s, his account of the master’s
teaching is doubly interesting. We have not space to
give it here in full, however, we may deduce to© follow¬
ing conclusions from his description.
1. Mendelssohn was eminently just in awarding praise
or blame.
2. He was terribly in earnest; a careless pupil “in¬
furiated him.”
8. He manifested the profoundest respect for-the
composers j_no one was permitted to change a note of
the composition he was studying.
4. His explanations were wonderfully lucid and ex¬
plicit ; no one could misunderstand him.
5. Thoroughness was an absolute necessity with him
in everything. He demanded that a piece should be
mastered before leaving it. Several months time he
would sometimes 'cause the class to continue studying
the same work. It is easy to see how he might do this,
inasmuch as he could find enough valuable material in
the first chord for an" entire lesson of two hours length.
In these days of hurry and excitement, most piano
students would consider their progress very slow if they

of the earnest teacher to pro
teacher whose intense selfish
to show himself social, an
misses many an opportunity
work.
These ten points are, per
idea of Mendelssohn as a te
that he rarely touched “
technique,” because his pu
those things “ on other days
Plaidy, or Wenzel;—this lef
the undivided attention of
branches of Art.”
Ques.—I have just been r
Rau, based on the life of M
whether Lange and Aloysi
fictitious?
Ans.—They are not fictitio
great renown, and he marrie
of Constanze. Aloysia was
singer.
Ques.—What is meant by
the first movement of the M
Ans.—It means everywhe
Sordino is a contrivance b
which-the-vibration of-the st
fore, when the term Senza S
desires the vibration to be fr
it would indicate the use of t
“loud” pedal), as much a
wilL permitr Con Sordinow
passage should be played wi
ment to which you refer s
sustained manner, hence the

Ques,—At what age is it b
piano ? Would you advise m
five years?

Ans.—It seems to be the g
to begin piano study at as
some would say at fi ve, other
haps no general rule could b
cable in every case; some c
at five what others of fifteen
said to have been quite a lit
age; indeed he was beginn
believe all that .is claimed f
many Mozarts in the world.
Many persons who - begin
come very successful pianis
intelligent teachers who con
they say that the fingers, if u

1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Technical Excellence more quickly attained by
H7 HE physical changes or developments
I
in the anatomical mechanism neces¬
sitated by the technical demands of piano
playing, and for the production of which
so much monotonous exercise at the key¬
board is necessary, can now be attained
in a more economical manner, by means
of the Technicon,-a scientific Hand Gym¬
nasium, founded upon physiological prin¬
ciples, involving results of the greatest
importance to piano teachers.
The profligate expenditure of time (as
compared with results obtained) on tech¬
nical exercises ait the piano, as also -the
severe wear 'and tear upon the nerves and
upon the piano itself, can now be avoided,
and greater results be rapidly produced
by means of this more direct treatment of
the anatomical details._1 A specific exercise is provided for each
muscle or set of muscles involved in
piano playing, and in going through this

PRICES.—In Black Walnut, $22.50.

UAlUllnuiimiUinnunm^i

In Mahogany, $27.00.

N. B.—Important Work for Pianists.—The mechanism of the hand and arm analyzed a
muscles are brought into action for each particular movement of the arm, wrist or fingers.
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard. Pric

CORRESPONDENCE WITH TEAC

J. BROTHERHOOD, i^o. G West Fourt

Agents for England, ATJGffiNEB & 0p„ 86 Newgate St., London, £2.0. | Agent

cannot get out of order.

PRICE $3.00
For Sale at the

facts are constantly ke
to develope the weak
touch, to create an in
custom fingers and han
tion in all major and
mind as well as the fing
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MUSICAL GAME.

ALLEGRANDO
Instruction and Pleasure Combined.
A.SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among
the playersfthe cards are played, iu succession and added together as
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when It
counts one for the person who played the last card ant! completed the'
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests,
keysrAc., accompany the game.
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; in fact, all
who are Interested in music, need this charming gams.
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
The names of the notes.
The various keys in which music is written.
The different kinds of time.
Practice in musical fractions.
The easiest way to learn to read music.
Yon learn, while playing an interesting'game.
It fa readily learned, even' by children.
Tima devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games.
A splendid game for evening parties.
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game.
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not
musicians themselves.
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike.
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play
. this game s, while before beginning lessons

Price, 60 Cents.
Address Publisher,
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NHTURE-f O

By Da. H
(Second Edition.)

An exposition of some

METHOD
By

Among the many top
are “ On a good touch,”
in playing,” etc., etc.

MUSIC

By E

Price,

The book contains
of Music Teachers; In
for each pupil; Cash A
’ Address publisher,

THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Ann Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia.

SLUMBER SONG........
TKAUMERU ........................
VILLAGE MUSICIA
ZUR LAUTE..............

Price, in Boards,
Price, in Cloth,

THE
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HENRY F. MILLER

Classic

PIANOS
HENRY F. MILLER 4 SONS’
PIANO COMPANY,
BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA.

»—■>{—«§»—^

FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN.
(With extra-Violin-par

Contains compositions by
absolutely nnequaled merit

acceptable for concert perf
pastime.

The separate vio

formers of the discomfort o

Issued in the same careful a

Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass.
ESTABIiIS:

1S73.

ERNER’S VOICE
A 'Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voice in alt its Phases.
"A Practical Guide for the Restoring, the Culti¬
vating and the .Preserving^of the Voice.
£7217 SISaSB AND E7EBY TEACHES OF SIH3IH3 SHOULD HAVE IT
'Werner’aVdice for 1888 will be Better and Brighter
more Complete and. more Practical, Xiarger in Size and.
Barger m Circulation, with Increased Capital and
.Enlarged Scope, and with Greater Attention to Analy
sis ana Criticism,

•1.50 A YEAR; 15 CTS. A NUMBER.
Mention Tub Etude, and Send for Full Prospectu« and Sample Copy
Address* the Editor and Proprietor,

EDGAR S. WERNER,
No. 148 UNVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK.

Classics.”

CONTE
ANDANTE AND MARCH
ANGEL’S -SERENA
AVE MARIA.......
CON UDENCE.
Gl PSEY DANCE
INTERMEZZO...M
M ED ITATIO
MENUKTT,...
MENUETTO.,,.
MENUEITO.....................
NIGHT SONGT
NOCTURNE.............
PA V AN E, LA......
.
PIZZICATI {Sylvia). ..
PRIERE, LA.....
REVERIE....F
ROMANCE.
ROMANI 'E......
ROMANZA......
SERENAD
SERFN ADE...
SERENAD
SKEEN ATA...M
SPRINGS A WAKENING.
TRAUMERIE.....

’

.

.

Price, in Boards, including
“

“ Cloth,

“

FOR SALE AT AL

Tapper, Thomas, Jr. The North
Wind and the Pine. Grade IV.....
900. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. As the Poet
Sits by the Fireside. Grade IV...
Thomas, Jr. In the TwiTapper,
901.
light. Grade IV.
902. Tapper, Thomas, Jr.- Gavotte.
— Grade IV.. ....;..
899.

25
25
25

25

The set of pieces is called “ From Mv Sketch Book.”
They are highly characteristic---Mr Tapper is strik¬
ingly original in all his work, and in this set he has
put forth his best effort. Those who desire music by
American composers will find these pieces gpod rep¬
resentative*. Many a
giving concerts made up
. solely of music by Am rican writers. This is com¬
mendable. Nothing will do more to encourage native
talent than this. All tlie pieces of this and the fol¬
lowing set are excellent for public performance.

903.

Clark, Helen A.
Clark, Helen A.
Clark. Helen A.

906.

Clark, -Helen, A.

FOR PIANO ST

25
Unrest.
15
Out Seekings
25

Grade IV,...J;.

Clark, Helen A.. Joyous^ Hope.
Grade IV.

908.

A new invention of great practical valu
Player.

Idleness.

Grade IV.

907.

DACTYU
30

Grade III.

905.

Publ

Certainty.

Grade IV.

904.

mony and the pianoforte. The
ihis kind in our language, and
occupy a distinguished place in
education. It takes the pupil oy
harmony. All the rules are cov
most varied kind, to be played a
good preparation for the artjof c
sation, calculated to incite the
duction. The work will help g
young musician's difficult task
study of harmony.
THEO. PR

Clark, Helen A.

Complete..

30
90

This set forms what is-called “Idea! Pictures,
(Musterbilder)
A set or suite of exquisite tone pic- '
tures in the Schumann type, and well worthy of the
attention of all lovers of refined art.

909.

Bach, J. S. Gavotte and Bouree
in G. Grade V..........
Two attractive and instructive little pieces,
edited by Franc Kullak.

910.

25

Well

Bachman, G. Lea Sylphes’
Valse. Grade 111.....

60

This piece has grown immensely
y popular, princi’ oh account of the easy, graceful movement. It
has’no “catchy” places, and will give pleasure to
‘—* those not high.y developed in music.

911.

Godard, B- Op. 83. Au Matin.
Grade "V....
Godard has become deservedly fashionable with
plan 1st a. He is a strong writer in all styles of compo¬
sition. Although a violinist his reputation is basedon his piano compositions and songs. Au Matin is
perhaps one of his best efforts.

^

To
To
To
To
To

strengthen the fingers
improve the touch.
ensur® flexibility and
give correct position
save time and a vast

Price $3.50

60

Unqualified endorsement of leading ar
are S. B. Mills, Dr. L - ns Maas Mada
bkok. Carlyle Pktkrsilka, etc., etc.
Send for circular giving detailed infor
■ ' Address Tif
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, -Vol. II of Studies in Phrasi

Allegrando-Musical Game,... 2
Pocket Metronome.... 2
Whys and Wherefores in Music,. 2
Practical Harmony, Ritter....
2
‘I’ll Sing you a Little Song” (engraving), 2
New Lessons in Harmony,... 3
Music Folio and Roll,.. .. . 3
Instruction Book, Piano or Organ,... 3
Piano Teaching. LeGouppey,... 3
Spengler’s Technic,... 3
Lessons in Musical History, Fillmore,. 4
Musical Study at Home, Harvey,..
4
Etude, one year,.... 4 •
Piano forte Music, Fillmore,..
4
How to Understand Music, either vol¬
ume, Mathews,..
6
Dactylion.........
7
Album of Photographs of Great Masters, 8
Maelzel Metronome (by express),......10
Technicon (by express)....,....
....25
Five-octave Practice-Clavier (by express), 60
Seven-octave
“ .
“
60

“
“
“
“
“
“
“

An accurate record of lessons taken and m
given to arrange a daily practice schedule; a
tions by the teacher, for marking the degree
lesson, and blank receipts to be filled out at
Convenient in form and an incentive to the p
“I like the card; think it is entirely prac
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89.

Price, 50 cents for a Package
“
“
“
“
“
“ "
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

GRAND PREMIUM.

AM UPRIGHT PIANO,
The publisher will send a new upright piano
to the-party sending the largest number of
subscribers between December 15th, 1888, and
June 15th, 1889. "

FOR SALE BY

The Root & Son’s M

CHICAGO, ILL.j

And THEO. PRESSER, 1704 C
■
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American Anthem
usro_ s.

By J. F. Kinse

IT IS THE LATE

and we guarantee it to be in contents
rior to any other anthem book now o
of America. Sample Copy, by mail,
by express, $9.00.
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By M. L. BARTLETT and J.

Dwimed for shtgihu ciasses, m
.
TIONS a** ciionAi, soc

1. Names of those who desire to try for this , This book contains 176 pages, div

premium must be recorded, and mention made
\8SR
each^t tie subscriptions are sent in, so that proper work. Single copy, by mail, 60 ce
credit can be given.
”
teachers, by express, $5.00.

2. The regular premiums will also be given to
those competing for the Grand premium. The
Grand premium is considered an extra premium
for the one sending in the largest number of
subscribers.
ADDRESS PUBLISHER,

THEODORE PRESSER,
1704 CHESTNUT ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.
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A collection of new Sacred and Sec
book of Gems. Singing Clubs and
it. Single copy, by mail, 75 cents;
press, $7.50.
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